
Quarterly Issues Report 
3rd Quarter 2020 - July 1, 2020 thru September 30, 2020 

 
WEZF – Sunday’s at 11 PM / WCPV - Sunday’s at 7:30 AM / WXZO – Sunday’s at 6 AM / WVTK – Sunday’s at 7:30 AM / WEAV – Saturday’s at 6:30 AM 

WXXX – Sunday’s at 5 AM / WVMT – Sunday’s at 5:30 AM 
 
 

Description of Issues Program Dates Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment 
     

Food Diversion Viewpoint July 4 & 5 30 min Michelle Morris from CSWD, was on Skype to discuss the new rules 
and regulations about keeping food scrapes out of our landfills.  
Many stores and restaurants have been following these rules for 
quite some time, but now these rules will affect everyone in the 
state.   

Criminal Justice and 
Criminal Justice Reform 

Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

July 18 & 19 22 min Attorney General TJ Donovan was on to discuss a criminal justice 
reform and a case they re-opened about a police office that pepper 
sprayed an assailant that was already being detained.  The AG also 
talked about police use of force and the changing climate across the 
nation and the state.   

Quality Housing 
Homelessness 

Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

July 18 & 19 8 min Burlington Mayor Miro Weinberger was on to discuss a new 
partnership between Beta Technologies in which they will help build 
habitable spaces out of used shipping containers that will be used to 
help homeless people get back on their feet. 

Restorative Justice Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

July 25 & 26 20 min Rachel Jolly, from the Burlington Community Justice Center, was in 
studio to discuss crime and conflict and some of the different ways 
of dealing with crime and punishment in our communities.  They 
work with the victims and come up with a plan for a resolution on 
both sides of an injustice.  

COVID-19 Testing Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

July 25 & 26 10 min Dr. Mark Levine was on the phone to discuss antigen testing and an 
issue in Manchester, VT where several false tests came back positive 
for COVID-19 when in fact, the patients were negative.  Dr. Levine 
also talked about testing in general and how important it is.   

Women Inequality Viewpoint Aug 1 & 2 30 min Meg Smith from the Vermont Women’s Fund was in studio to talk 
about inequality issues with women, like the wage gap and 
stereotypes.   



Addiction and Substance 
Abuse 

Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

Aug 8 & 9 10 min David Regal, from the Vermont Foundation of Recovery, was on the 
phone to discuss their services and how they help people with 
addition issues and recover.   

Domestic Violence Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

Aug 8 & 9 20 min Nicole Kubon, from Steps to End Domestic Violence, was in studio to 
discuss domestic violence and how reports are going up during the 
pandemic.  Kubon discussed ways to help protect yourself and get 
help, especially when you are stuck in the same house with the 
abuser.   

Senior Care Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

Aug 22 & 23 15 min Emily Vivyn, from the Vermont Chapter of the Alzheimer’s 
Association, was on the phone to discuss the issues with helping 
seniors with dementia, especially during the pandemic.  Vivyn also 
discussed the number of programs and services to help people with 
Alzheimer’s and those with family members with Alzheimer’s.   

Returning Solders and 
PTSD 

Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

Aug 22 & 23 15 min Val Pallotta, from the Josh Pallotta Fund, was in studio to discuss the 
services of the Josh Pallotta Fund and how they help returning 
solders with PTSD.  The Josh Pallotta Fund also announced the 
opening of the Josh Pallotta House, a place where solders with PTSD 
can go to get help, including housing if needed.   

COVID-19 Viewpoint Sep 5 & 6 30 min Dr Tim Lahey, from the UVM Medical Center, was on the phone to 
discuss what we know about COVID-19 and the different treatments 
that are being used at UVM Medical Center.   

Fundraising during a 
pandemic 

Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

Sept 12 & 13 15 min John Thomas, from the Vermont Association of the Blind, was on the 
phone to discuss about the difficulties of fundraising during the 
pandemic.  The Vermont Association of the Blind is holding a non-
traditional fundraising event online.   

Racism and Racial Bias Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

Sept 12 & 13 15 min Captain Gary Scott, from the Vermont State Police, was on the 
phone to discuss a report out about racial bias in policing.  The 
report came out over a month ago.  The VSP has been reviewing the 
data and has been implementing several new training programs to 
work towards less racial bias in community policing. 

Healthcare Funding Viewpoint 
Seg 1 

Sept 19 & 20 15 min Vicki Loner, from One Care, was on the phone to discuss One Care, 
the pilot program that is aimed at reducing the cost of healthcare in 
the state.  The idea is to pay doctors and providers to keep people 
healthy instead of paying doctors for appointments and services.  

  



Global Warming 
Environmental Change 

Viewpoint 
Seg 2 

Sept 19 & 20 15 min Governor Phil Scott was on to discuss the veto of the Global 
Warming Solutions Act.   The Governor said this bill does not offer 
any real solutions.  He wanted the state legislators to create a bill 
that creates real change and implements new policies that will help 
make for a cleaner environment.   

 


